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acquire Take on a certain form, attribute, or aspect.
I acquired a strong aversion to television.

acquirement An ability that has been acquired by training.
The acquirement of self control.

approbation Official approval.
A term of approbation.

attainable Capable of being attained or accomplished.
Yields in excess of 6 are easily attainable.

belong Be a part or adjunct.
He put the rifle back in the locker where it belonged.

checkbook A book issued to holders of checking accounts.

earn Earn on some commercial or business transaction earn as salary or wages.
She earns a lot in her new job.

fetch The action of fetching.
The dog fetched the hat.

grab
A mechanical device for clutching, lifting, and moving things, especially
materials in bulk.
He made a grab for the ball before it landed.

hold Have room for hold without crowding.
The auditorium can t hold more than 500 people.

holder A smallholder.
A towel holder.

host
A person who acts as host at formal occasions makes an introductory speech
and introduces other speakers.
Your host is Stuart Macmillan.

incur Receive a specified treatment (abstract.
I will pay any expenses incurred.
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landlady A woman who keeps lodgings, a boarding house, or a pub.
landlord A man who keeps lodgings, a boarding house, or a pub.

let
A brutal terrorist group active in Kashmir; fights against India with the goal
of restoring Islamic rule of India.
Let it be.

obtain Be valid, applicable, or true.
How did you obtain the visa.

own Have something as one s own possess.
A state owned company.

owner Someone who owns (is legal possessor of) a business.
They are searching for the owner of the car.

permission Approval to do something.
He asked permission to leave.

possess Have ownership or possession of.
I was possessed by a desire to tell her everything.

possession The trait of resolutely controlling your own behavior.
I had no money or possessions.

possessor A person who owns something or has a particular quality.
His father was the possessor of a considerable fortune.

procure Cause (something) to happen.
He haunted railway stations to procure young girls for immoral purposes.

property Shares or investments in property.
He is a man of property.

proprietor The owner of a business, or a holder of property.
By 1640 he was himself the proprietor of a three hundred acre tract.

regain
Come upon after searching; find the location of something that was missed
or lost.
He soon regained his composure.

rent Hold under a lease or rental agreement of goods and services.
Let s rent a car.

retention The power of retaining liquid.
Eating too much salt can lead to fluid retention.

take Take on a certain form attribute or aspect.
He only takes size 5 boots.
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